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Linking real-time plant 

monitoring with expert support: 

Sedgman SMART Platform

Chris Nethercott
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SMART Platform 

System

• Installation of sensors/data on 
critical process and equipment

• Connectivity solution, allowing 
access to data remotely

• User-friendly dashboards and alerts

• Historical data storage and analytics

• Machine learning/predictive failure 
modelling/Digital Twin



Pump Sensors



Process Sensors



Citect Integrated



Live Web Dashboards



Automated Monitoring/Alerting



Benefits of Remote monitoring 

platforms:

• Real-time visibility for Owner/Operator, 

improving transparency

• Expert support from anywhere 

• Earlier identification of abnormal process 

and equipment conditions, supporting:

• Reduced down-time

• Improved process efficiency



SMART Platform 

Next Steps:

• Plant Digital Twin 

• Full plant automation



Remote communications technology to reduce site travel 
and allow remote expert support to site teams. 
Enabled through 3G or WiFi plant network.

Wearable Technology



Drone imaging

- Regular drone flyover during project construction
- Conveyor inspections during operation
- Dam inspections during operation



Thank you!



Software for rapid, sustainable 
improvements in productivity

Paul Moynagh (CEO)
0431 74 84 94 



A Commitment System is the backbone of truly integrated work management. 
Our suite of software empowers teams to commit to and execute the right work, at the right time, right across the site. This 
breaks down the silos, bringing commitment, visibility, coordination, control and productivity to all work onsite.

Commitment Systems 



“If we can get everyone working together as 

a coordinated team we’ll be able to reliably 

improve productivity and results.”

said every miner ever…



COMMITMENT 

PRECEDES 

PERFORMANCE



There is still a lot of “this” 
used to manage operations.



45% increase

Gold Mine – Production Increase

Before implementing our 
software on this operation, 

1. Work was largely 
unplanned each shift.

2. Poor coordination 
between the various parts 
of the mine.

3. Many delays each day. 

4. The mine hadn’t hit 
budget in a number of 
years. 

Tonnes mucked per shift



Avg 53,000 oz

Average improvement of 13,300 oz/quarter (33.6%) @ USD $1521/oz 6-month average = $20M avg improvement 

Avg 39,700 oz
33.6%

Customer Impact: Production Improvement



“The project had an immediate impact on 

underground production, especially during drilling. 

There were many examples during the first couple 

of weeks where the control room supervisor was 

able to identify an emerging issue and redeploy 
resources to minimize the impact on production. 
Pre Fewzion any one of these issues would have cost 

the mine half a shift of production from 2 or 3 

pieces of equipment.”

Sean McCarthy

Superintendent Engineering, Barrick Hemlo



Software, proven
to empower teams

A Commitment System integrates people with processes

and technology to make integrated work management 

possible.

Solves the last mile, busting silos, connecting IT and OT 

systems with the teams who do the work.

Improves productivity by more than 20% within weeks 

of implementation. 

PEOPLE

PROCESS
TECHNOLOGY / 

TOOLS   



Common Users, Processes, Locations, Task Types, Equipment list, APIs, raw data, BI Point
In App Training, Commitment System Handbook, Behaviour, Maturity and Results Tracking  

Integrated work 
management and short 

interval control software 
that dynamically connects 
plans with frontline teams.

Visual management centre 
to show performance, 

identify issues and drive 
continuous improvement 

actions right across the site.

Interactive digital map with 

real-time visibility of plans, 

people, equipment, hazards 

and work shown in space 

and time.

A suite of products that form the backbone of a site’s 

commitment system. 

BRINGING VISIBILITY, COORDINATION, COLLABORATION AND CONTROL TO OPERATING SITES.



Our software provides an integrated “plan, do, check, act” 
operating backbone.

Pre-starts and handovers

Visibility of progress

Frontline planning & scheduling

Pre-shift alignment

Short interval control, checklists & delays Shift reports, Daily/weekly review meetings

Improvement actions



70% 61%

80%25%

47%

67%

Our software has helped operations to both reduce variability & 
increase the average performance of their key production equipment.



I have yet to see an opportunity to improve mine 

productivity (tonnes per day) that has both a faster 

and higher payback than the implementation of the 

Commit Works commitment system. 

Their ‘zero capital cost’ pricing makes their offer 

even more compelling. 

David Balkin

Former Senior Partner McKinsey & Company



Successful organizations are 
driven by people that make 
commitments to each other 
and deliver on them.



METS Tech Talk: Leveraging People & Technology

Adam Hawkins

NSW State Manager

Asseton Group Pty Ltd



Leveraging Engineering and Maintenance 

with Technology

Engineering Maintenance

Historically
o Paper-based documents – Manual processes

o Adhoc process to maintaining asset to the strategy

o Feedback from technicians left to interpretation

o Changing procedures amongst documents takes time

o Manual processes are a timely and costly task

Transform from paper to digital



Engineering Maintenance

Opportunity
o Apply digital solution to automate directly to field

o Build in planning disciplines linked to the Asset Strategy

o Functionality - images and text to support technicians

o Apply process changes across all documents instantly

o Maximise your labour to identify and focus on priorities

Leveraging Engineering and Maintenance 

with Technology



You need to have your data well structured to 

easily present across multiple devices. Without 

this your ability to expand and deliver content 

consistently is difficult

Making sure the worker is connected to other 

information systems and people so they have 

access to the data they need to complete the task

Along the way a great deal of information has 

been collected about the process. This can be 

used to continually improve

The technology needs to support the display of 

complex information in a structured way that is 

easy for people to understand
2

1 3

4

The Foundation The Technology The Connection The Insights

What are the elements required to succeed



o Well structured data in your system

o Connect the Asset Strategy with the Engineering and Maintenance 
teams

o Build additional documents with ease and repeatability

o Deploy work instructions or inspections digitally via a tablet to 
technicians in the field

o Provide the ability to supply feedback with linked images and 
specific details of job defects

o Utilise exception reporting to determine progress and time-based 
data to improve process

o Integrate everything through current supporting systems in any 
business today

Increase capability beyond what any businesses see today

What “Good” should look like



Thank you
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Phil Scanlon



OT Update

Employee Onboarding

Inventory Update

Location UpdateCustomer Feedback

Events

Events are all around us…
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48 Source: Gartner “Stream Processing: The New Data Processing Paradigm” 9 April 2019, Summit Pal

Increased 
Customer 
Experience 
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Business Challenges –Real Time Use Cases

Master Data Management should 
push changes, rather than be pulled 
from 

My Service Technicians can only 
download their schedule every 
Monday. I’d like to push service 
requests to them in real time

Employee onboarding is a long 
arduous process – what if I could 
have multiple applications ”listen” to 
the employee onboarding initiation 
request and act?

My warehouse staff waits for the 
trucks to arrive, can’t I optimize labor 
wait times with a real time update 
on the truck?

When PLM publishes a new recipe, 
my factory gets it event if it’s not 
relevant to me and chokes up my PI, 
just to throw it away – can’t I get a 
filtered feed relevant to me?

Why can’t factories be connected on 
a WAN Optimized “mesh” for IOT, 
Cloud and SAP integration?

Cars in containers are delayed at 
customs dues to a lack of visibility of 
the supply chain. Can we get real 
time tracking?

Quality Management data is not 
available in real time, often delayed 
by 4 hours. Can this be down to 
seconds for faster fault detection 
and action?

Why can’t retail stores and partners 
be connected in real time?



Convergence

• Communications 

– Internet availability to ‘Things’ is a big deal. Thanks to 5G, NB-
IoT, LTE-m, LoRa, SigFox ..

• Smart Sensor and Control Networks

– Remote I/Os, Virtualization, Microservices

• Decoupled, Real Time Streaming at scale

– Embedded EDA in Control systems

– OT/IT Transformation, ERP Modernization

• Analytics

– ML/AI at Edge, Cloud, Multi-Cloud

• Cloud

– Distributed components need events

Communication

Data Science

Sensor Instrumentation & 
Control

Event Driven 
Architecture

Operational Efficiencies are creating New Business Models



Event-Driven 
Microservices

Modernize Your Platform

The Steps to Becoming an Event-Driven Enterprise
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Liberate
Your Data

Systems
of  Record

Legacy 
Messaging

Lines of 
Business

SAP, 
Mainframe, 

Legacy

Distributed 
Apps

Partners Customers

Alert &
Inform

IoT Devices Connected OT

Mobile / Web

API Gateway

Mesh Management,
Event Governance
and Developer Tools



Remote Site

Private Cloud

Event Mesh across an organisation

1SAP MM 1SAP RLM 1SAP P2P

…. ….

Solace Cloud Manager

On-prem

Event 
Definition

Solace & SAP Certified Integration
into SAP Systems

App

• Proven
• Secure
• Manageable
• Cost effective
• Standards based



Learn More

• https://solace.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Resource-
Sector-The-Business-Case-For-An-Event-Mesh.pdf

• Value of an Event Mesh

• IT/OT Convergence



That’s Possible



Connect your workforce

“Safer Together”

™



Clinton Schroeder

Co Founder / CEO

Perth based software company 

Creators of TOKN Enterprise platform

Helping companies globally with digital transformation

Most Transformational Business 

Solution 2020 

+ 61 458493299
clinton@tokntechnology.com



Digital Transformation is not

only about the tech ….

It’s about People, Process 

and Technology

Connecting people and Ideas , 

Engaging with the front line 

Culture of innovation - Experiment

Monitoring results 

Changing your approach

More solutions that don’t do what we need

If only they asked us ….

Can’t integrate with my data 

Expensive lengthy projects 

It doesn’t work offline



1. Connect 2. Innovate 3. Engage

TOKN is cloud platform that connects systems, assets 

and people

IoT



TOKN Industry 4.0 ready

Sensor “Time series Data”

Data Driven Analytics 

Connected workforce 

Proactive actions



safety – fatigue 

inefficient process - cashflow

scaling workforce 

connectivity

Remote employee engagement



A more connected and safer workforce

My Toolbox

• Password less enrolment

• Digital Work Orders and Time 

Confirmations

• Digital Take 5 , JHA, Fatigue 

management Toolbox with all you

• Employee Wellbeing center

• My Calendar

• Jobs Board

• Proactive alerts

• All functions in one place 

• Offline Capability



TOKN Workflow management - External stakeholders approval
TOKN Connect - API Integration engine 
TOKN Workbench - App Workbench – Quick prototyping 
TOKN Control Device monitoring /Location Services / reporting /Logging 

Powerful cloud workflow engine



Data driven decision making



Week 1 2 3 Today

120

User Uptake

60 000 timesheets 

800

We want to be really connected to our mobile 

workforce, to keep them operating safely and make 

our business more productive. TOKN provides 

technology that helps us achieve that.”

John Greville COO  Mader Group  

Mining Services

1500

11 000 hrs saved a year



+61 458493299

Clinton@tokntechnology.com 
sales@tokntechnology.com

Connect your workforce

™

tokntechnology



Questions



Harnessing Intelligence Part 2 

Date: Wednesday 17th March

Time: 12:30pm – 1:15pm AEDT | 9:30am – 10:15am AWST

The Power of Data



Upcoming Events & Webinars

Events

18th March, Sydney: Site Tour at Nepean Engineering & Innovation

23rd March, Newcastle: Supply Chain Innovation Panel (Komatsu, Ampcontrol & Quarry Mining)

24th March, Perth: Understanding Indonesia – Opportunities for WA METS

25th March, Brisbane: Smart Mining Networking Event - Andrew Wilson, Head of Digital Teams, BHP

Webinars

4th March: Updates from the USA Metals Sector

5th March: Capturing Data Beyond the Line of Sight

17th March: Harnessing Intelligence Tech Talk – The Power of Data

Visit www.austmine.com.au/Events for more information

http://www.austmine.com.au/Events
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